Roseman Important Information

Congratulations. It is time to celebrate and share your academic achievement with your friends and family. The following information details what is **required** for your opportunity to participate in the annual commencement exercise. The annual Grad Fest will be held on campus. All payment methods will be accepted. Orders can be placed on-line after the Grad Fest held on Campus for additional Shipping Charges.

**Bachelor Candidates** - Price $103.60 (includes shipping to Grad Fest)
- The Robe is Black with The Roseman University Shield on the Left Yolk (Rental Gown returned following Commencement)
- A Sure Fitted Black Mortar Board Cap (Cap is retained by Graduate)
- A Degree Color Tassel with Year Date. Color represents the Degree Earned (Tassel is retained by Graduate)
- A Silk Stole Representing the Degree Earned. Color shade represents the Degree Earned (Stole retained by Graduate)

**Master Candidates** - Price $109.13 (includes shipping to Grad Fest)
- The Robe is Black with The Roseman University Shield on the Left Yolk. Sleeves have an extended sleeve “a Crest” (Rental gown returned following Commencement)
- A Master Hood with The Roseman Colors in Satin. The Outside Velvet represents the Color of your Degree Earned (Hood is Retained by Graduate)
- A Sure Fitted Black Mortar Board Cap (Cap is retained by Graduate)
- A Degree Color Tassel with Year Date. Color represents the Degree Earned (Tassel is retained by Graduate)
- A Silk Stole Representing the Degree Earned. Color shade represents the Degree Earned (Stole is retained by Graduate)

**Doctorate Candidates** - Price $169.50 (includes Rented Hood)
- The Robe is Black with frontal Velvet panels; the The Roseman University Shield is on both the Left and Right of the panels. Sleeves have three velvet bars representing Doctoral protocol. Velvet Panels and Bars represented by Degree color. (Rental gown returned following Commencement)
- A Doctoral Hood with The Roseman Colors in Satin. The outside Velvet represents the Color of your Degree Earned (Hood is Retained by Graduate and paid for by the University and is not included in the price)
- A Sure Fitted Black “NEW” DOCTORAL TAM (The TAM is retained by Graduate)
- A Degree Color Tassel with Year Date. Color represents the Degree Earned (Tassel is retained by Graduate)
- A Silk Stole Representing the Degree Earned. Color shade represents the Degree Earned (Stole retained by Graduate)

**Optional**
Stole of Gratitude in The Roseman University Colors worn by Family & Friends During Commencement Ceremony (retained by Graduates friends family and loved ones, stole can be personalized with note by Graduate) Limit 5